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Introduction
This workshop reverses at least one stereotypic pattern: it was born in California, crossed the Atlantic West to East, and
settled in Ireland.

The idea of a workshop took shape at the International Congress of Phonetic Sciences in San Francisco. It became
apparent, partly through papers and partly through chance encounters, that there was a surge of interest in the vocal
expression of emotion. Several people saw emotionality as the next natural frontier for speech research as consensus
emerged over the main relationships between syntax and prosody.

A striking feature of the discussions was the diversity of the backgrounds that people brought to them – including at
least experimental phonetics, sociolinguistics, speech synthesis, statistics, psychology, and philosophy. Most of the
people concerned also felt the limitations of their own background knowledge in at least some of those areas. It is a
feature of questions about speech and emotion that they raise issues that are traditionally handled in different
disciplines, and very few people are well versed in all of them. People also brought with them different and conflicting
assumptions about various key issues, with results that were usually lively and occasionally dramatic.

The idea of convening a workshop was a natural response to that situation. It was clear from the outset that it needed to
include three types of element. People in different groups naturally wanted to report on their own work, and to hear
about the work being done elsewhere. Because of the particular problems associated with background knowledge, it
was also clear that specially commissioned reviews would be invaluable. Finally, provision was clearly needed for
differences to be explored and – if possible – resolved.

A proposal based on those ideas was drawn up and presented to ISCA through Rolf Carlson, whose continuing interest
and advice is warmly acknowledged. A distinguished group agreed to serve on the scientific committee, and their
contribution is also warmly acknowledged.

This volume represents two out of the three elements in the workshop – review papers and research reports. It is
organised thematically rather than adhering strictly to the workshop timetable. There are three main blocks of material.
The first deals with the foundations of research on speech and emotion – theories about the nature of emotion, the
construction of databases to underpin empirical studies, and the techniques relevant to representing emotional states
and the characteristic forms of speech associated with them. The second block contains material that is closer to
traditionally linguistic concerns: the papers consider relationships between emotional states and speech-related
variables, both in isolation and in association with other factors. The final block deals with the main application of
research in the area, that is, computational research, on both recognition of emotional states from speech and the
synthesis of emotionally coloured speech.

Inevitably there is some artificiality in the division. It is a feature of the area that subdivisions have not hardened, and
papers tend to raise multiple issues. Nevertheless, ordering helps to convey what the main areas of interest are.

PART 1: THEORY, SOURCES, TOOLS

The first block begins with a review by Cornelius of theoretical approaches to emotion. The review stresses the richness
of contemporary thinking. Non-experts often have strong views about what constitutes a ‘scientific’ approach to
emotion. In reality, it has become clear that views of the kind they tend to adopt are at best oversimplified, and can
easily lead into difficulties. Cornelius offers an antidote based on intellectual tolerance and wide scholarship. In line
with the approach developed in his influential text [1], he shows that the field includes several major traditions, each
with real strengths. Different traditions have survived and flourished precisely because emotion is complex and elusive.
That complexity is directly relevant to speech research. It means that emotion in everyday life cannot be reduced (for
instance) to a physiological phenomenon or a social one. It involves both physiology and culture, as well as cognition,
and communicative function.

The next group of papers represent a natural progression from questions about the intrinsic nature of emotion. They
raise questions about the way emotion should be described in order to expose relationships between it and speech.
                                                          
[1] Cornelius, R.R. (1996) The Science of Emotion Upper Saddle River, New Jersey: Prentice Hall



The review paper by Cowie emphasises that the speech community has access to multiple ways of describing emotional
states, and that different choices may be appropriate for different purposes. Descriptions may refer either to causes that
led speech to take a particular form (particularly the speaker’s state at the time), or to effects (the conclusions that
listeners draw about the speaker’s emotional state). The two serve different purposes. Descriptions may also be
categorical, physiological, dimensional, or structural. Categorical descriptions (including everyday emotion words) may
be theoretically justified in the case of archetypal emotions, but they are problematic for describing subtler emotional
states, and there are reasons for speech research to be particularly interested in subtler states. One response to that
problem is to develop physiologically oriented descriptions. Dimensional descriptions represent an alternative. They
describe emotional states as points in a space defined by dimensions such as activation and evaluation. Structural
models are a third alternative: they describe emotional states in terms of logical combinations of aims and appraisals.
Cutting across those distinctions is the need for descriptions to acknowledge factors such as timecourse and deliberate
efforts to control signs of emotion. Effective use of the various options depends on a degree of consensus within the
research community.

The papers that follow describe work using some of the key options. Papers by the Belfast team and by Pereira use
variants of the dimensional approach to capture effect-type phenomena (judgements that stimuli induce in listeners).
Pereira locates emotions in a three-dimensional space, and shows that some dimensions may relate rather directly to
speech variables. The Belfast team use a space simplified to two dimensions so that impressions can be traced
continuously in time. Amir, Ron and Laor explore methods of obtaining psychological and physiological profiles which
identify emotion episodes causally, and show that cause- and effect-oriented descriptions may diverge quite
substantially.

Equally fundamental is the issue of collecting material from which general relationships between speech and emotion
can be inferred. The review paper by Campbell emphasises the fact that research on emotion in speech depends on
adequate databases. It considers the databases that are currently available, their limitations as tools, and the principles
that should govern the development of adequate databases. It also stresses the institutional issues to be faced,
particularly the importance of shared standards and testbeds. The Belfast team describe a major database that they are
constructing. It provides audio-visual recordings of spontaneously occurring emotional episodes, in the form of clips
about 1-2 minutes long. These are accompanied by ‘effect’ type records specifying the emotional states that each clip
conveys to observers.

Several other significant databases are described at the conference, although the papers are placed in other sessions.
Amir, Ron and Laor describe a Hebrew corpus. Roach and Stibbard refer to the British English database developed in a
collaboration between Reading and Leeds. Sendlmeier and his colleagues refer to the Berlin database. Fernandez and
Picard describe a database oriented towards stress rather than emotion per se.

The final papers in the first block turn to issues that are uniquely related to speech. They deal with the problem of
identifying speech variables that are likely to participate in relationships with emotion. They show that the approaches
actively being explored span a spectrum of possibilities, defined by attitudes to two types of descriptor – descriptors
which are qualitative, linguistic, and easier to extract by ear than by mechanical analysis; and descriptors which are
quantitative, paralinguistic, and easier to extract by mechanical analysis than by ear.

The first review paper in the area, by Mozziconacci, belongs around the centre of the spectrum. It considers the
expression of emotion in the light of the IPO approach to describing intonation. The approach allows distinctions to be
drawn between two types of factor, qualitative factors specified by an IPO-type grammar (for Dutch), and quantitative
factors involving pitch height and spread. Data are reviewed from studies concerned with the recognisability of
synthesised speech. Two core points emerge. First, manipulations of both factors contribute to recognisability. Second,
a range of studies suggest that the two types of effect are independent. If so, research can explore the two
independently, and expect the results to integrate straightforwardly.

The second review paper, by Roach, argues the priority of thoroughly qualitative approaches. That outlook underpins
the transcription system developed to label the Reading/Leeds database of emotional speech. The ToBI system marks
information-bearing prosodic events. It is supplemented by categorical descriptions of attributes such as pitch,
loudness, tempo, and voice quality, and of non-linguistic events such a sniffs and laughs. Roach proposes that
descriptions at that level should be regarded as bridges between objectively measurable acoustic events, and the still
higher level interpretations of those events implicit in attributions of emotionality.



Stibbard gives additional information about the project headed by Roach. He describes techniques that have been
developed to search the Reading/Leeds database for associations between qualitative descriptors and emotional states.

The other extreme is to focus on simpler, physical attributes of the signal (pitch, energy, broad spectral distribution,
etc). These attributes are capable of being measured automatically (or at least with limited intervention). Klasmeyer
describes a system developed by the Geneva group to extract measurements of that kind from large databases.

As with databases, the theme of variable selection is pervasive. Several papers argue the relevance of variables at the
linguistic end of the spectrum. For instance, the Berlin group show that emotion affects stress patterns and articulatory
phenomena, and Tickle considers its effects on vowel quality. Towards the other extreme, McGilloway et al
demonstrate the effectiveness of a system with strong resemblances to Klasmeyer’s. Fernandez and Picard go further
still. Their central techniques (subband decomposition and statistical learning) are engineering tools that it would be
standard to consider for any signal processing task.

PART 2: DESCRIPTION OF EMOTION IN SPEECH

The central block deals with what an outsider might assume was the main task in the area – that is, to consider facts
about speech and emotion together, and to describe their relationships. In reality, it is clear that we do not yet know the
ways of describing speech and emotion that are most suited to revealing their relationships. The obvious response to
that situation is iteration. Proposed forms of description support attempts to describe relationships between speech and
emotion variables: attempts to reveal relationships alter ideas about appropriate forms of description: and so on.

Most of the papers in this section reflect that kind of cycle. They provide evidence that certain types of variable ought
not to be ignored. The result is a daunting list of issues that need to be considered before we can claim a full
understanding of relationships between speech and emotion. It is not always easy to judge which need to be addressed
in order to claim an understanding that is reasonably sound even if it is incomplete.

A first group of papers deal with phonetic correlates of emotional states ranging from fullblown archetypal emotions to
attitudes. Taken together, they neatly invert a standard conjecture: they show that the fullblown emotions involve
effects that are naturally described in linguistic terms, and attitudinal states are expressed through paralinguistic types
of variation.

Two papers from the Berlin group deal with archetypal emotions simulated by German readers. They show that the
effects of these emotions extend to relatively complex domains. Paeschke and Sendlmeier examine patterns associated
with stress groups (consisting of a stressed syllable and the unstressed syllables that follow it), considering the numbers
of elements per group and the patterns of change associated with them. Kienast and Sendlmeier focus on articulatory
effects. They show that articulatory reduction – measured by deletion, coarticulatory effects, and formant overshoot – is
low in anger, but high in fear, boredom, and sadness. The paper by Mitchell et al describes effects at a similar level: it
confirms that experimentally induced irritation gives rise to syllabic and phrasal changes.

Other papers consider states that involve emotional elements rather than fullblown emotion. An experimental study by
Piot deals with variables that are usually considered attitudinal – level of ignorance expressed, and desire to know – in
French. It indicates that they are expressed by mean pitch and speech rate respectively. Trouvain and Barry study the
build-up of tension that occurs in commentaries on horse races, and show that it is signaled by rises in pitch and
intensity. Changes in tempo also occur, but they are more complex than previous work has suggested.

A second group of papers underline the fact that cross-cultural issues undoubtedly need to be considered before we can
claim a full understanding of relationships between speech and emotion. Abelin and Allwood study the recognition of
attitudes conveyed by Swedish emotional prosody. They show that listeners who are not native speakers of Swedish are
worse than Swedish speakers at recognising the emotions conveyed, but still better than chance. Tickle reports work in
progress on the ability of English and Japanese speakers to recognise the emotions expressed by each other’s speech,
and considers common acoustic and auditory characteristics. Both papers reflect an increasing consensus that there is a
subtle balance between universality and culture-specificity in the vocal expression of emotion.

The last group of papers in the block address issues concerned with the relationship between vocal signals of emotion
and the context in which they occur. Several of psychology’s favourite demonstrations of context-sensitivity involve



either speech or emotion – for instance perceptual restoration of a deleted phoneme [2], the McGurk effect [3], and
Schachter and Singer’s demonstration that social context radically affects the subjective emotion induced by physical
changes (discussed in [1]). Given that background, the relationship between speech and emotion might be expected to
be deeply context-sensitive.

The invited review paper by Massaro describes research on the combination of auditory and visual information for
emotion. In his own laboratory, a sophisticated talking head has been developed to study audiovisual effects.
Experiments have used it to generate the facial display appropriate to an extreme emotion, while simultaneously a word
is spoken with the expression appropriate to an extreme emotion (not necessarily the same one). Other laboratories
have reported broadly comparable procedures. Data from both sources are consistent with a model in which
information is integrated according to the general laws of fuzzy logic. The implication for more complex stimuli is not
so much that integration will necessarily continue to follow essentially simple rules, but rather that the procedure can be
adapted to test whether it does.

Auberge and Lemaitre report close analysis of audiovisual effects in the perception of a single emotion-related state,
amusement. They show large individual differences in sensitivity to the vocal cues: for one perceiver, they are about
half as reliable as visual cues; for another, they are slightly more reliable. They also consider the relationship between
the vocal variables that signal amusement and those that French uses to signal linguistic distinctions, and note a
suggestive complementarity between them.

Several papers study interactions and divergences between vocal signs and semantic content. Cauldwell shows that
semantic content may over-ride vocal signs that are relatively clear when they are presented in isolation. Segments that
convey the impression of anger when they are presented in isolation may not do so when they are presented in context.
The effect is strengthened when the listener understands the language, suggesting that it is partly dependent on
meaning. Emotional speech also tends to contain vocalisations with no semantic content, such as laughter or
interjections. Schröder shows that these ‘affect bursts’ may contain strong indications of emotion. Wichmann proposes
that what signals attitude (as opposed to fullblown emotion) is mismatch between prosody and surface meaning.

Interactions also occur within the domain of speech, as Alter et al show in a study of relationships between prosody and
voice quality. They report that angry and happy utterances differ with respect to breathiness and roughness, but not in a
uniform way. Some changes in the quality of a particular vowel (measured by maximum prediction gain) depend rather
directly on the presence of emotion. Others (measured by harmonic to noise ratio) depend on its position in the
sentence, and on whether speakers have used the default stress pattern or one that indicates emotionality in its own
right. In contrast, neither measure depends on whether semantic content reinforces or conflicts with the expressed
emotion.

PART 3: MACHINE APPLICATION: SPEECH SYNTHESIS AND RECOGNITION

The papers in the last block turn to the outstanding application area for research on speech and emotion, that is,
automatic synthesis and recognition of emotionally coloured speech.

Synthesis of emotionally coloured speech is advanced enough to be used in some restricted applications. However,
natural-sounding emotion remains a distant goal. One of the key problems is that two main approaches to synthesis
have contrasting strengths. Concatenative systems produce more natural-sounding uninflected speech, but do not lend
themselves to inflection. Formant-based (harmonic) systems lend themselves to inflection, but always tend to have an
unnatural sound quality.

Three teams describe progress in relatively large projects aimed at synthesising emotional speech in different
languages. Both main approaches to synthesis are represented. Burkhardt and Sendlmeier, using formant synthesis,
synthesise German speech expressing seven emotional states - neutrality, anger, joy, fear, sadness, disgust, and
boredom. Iida, Campbell et al use a concatenative approach to synthesise Japanese speech expressing joy, anger and
sadness, in male and female voices. Iriondo et al compare concatenative and harmonic models for the synthesis of
Spanish speech expressing desire, anger, joy, fear, sadness, and surprise.

                                                          
[2] Warren, R.M. (1970) Perceptual restoration of missing speech sounds Science 167, 392-393.
[3]  McGurk, H. & McDonald, J. (1976) Hearing lips and seeing voices. Nature 264, 746-748.



Two other teams examine the modifications to concatenative synthesis which address its known limitations in
connection with emotion. Vine and Sahandi examine the use of syllables recorded at different pitches to avoid
distortion that occur when a emotionally determined target pitch is imposed a syllable recorded at a different pitch.
Murray, Edgington, et al. describe the use of post editing to address related problems.

The two remaining papers raise issues that are outside the main stream of research, but that clearly deserve attention.
Gobl and Ni Chasaide point out that even if designers are not deliberately attempting to model fully emotional speech,
the parameters that they select for synthesis may still affect listeners emotionally. Those effects need to be understood.
In particular, it is known that some voice qualities lead to emotion-related responses, and they examine these responses
in the context of synthesised speech. Kopecek addresses a larger scale problem. Emotional expression is an integral part
of dialogue, and in the long term, interactive systems might be expected not only to produce prespecified sentences
with appropriate emotional colouring, but also to use emotional expression appropriately in free interaction. Kopecek
describes preliminary steps towards an analysis of emotion which applies to that task. He argues that emotion is subject
to the algebraic theory of automata, where emotions are as considered as states of the speaker that are changed by
dialogue, and which the listener seeks to determine from dialogue. Systems of that kind have known properties, and he
indicates how they may be relevant to modelling and analysing emotion-related communication.

The review paper by Ten Bosch sets automatic recognition of emotion in its full context, comparing it both to
recognition of verbal content and to synthesis. He notes that recognition is in many respects a harder problem:
‘synthesis needs just one good exemplar, [whereas] recognition must be robust against the whims of fashion of the
speaker’. It is not yet clear what realistic success rates are currently attainable, but levels of around 60% seem to recur.
The techniques that have been used vary at multiple levels – the size and consistency of the databases used, the features
extracted, the timescales considered, and the classification methods used.

Reports on particular projects suggest a relationship between task difficulty and success level. Batliner et al (from the
Erlangen group) consider two states, neutral and angry. Very high discrimination rates (around 90%) are obtained when
the emotions are simulated by an actor. When the material is read by naïve subjects, rates fall to about 75%. With
genuinely emotional speech (induced by frustration), rates fall again, to around 65%. Polzin and Waibel consider three
states (angry, sad, and neutral), and report about 60% success in classifying actors’ speech on the basis of vocal cues.
McGilloway et al, in the Belfast group, consider readers expressing five states – happy, sad, angry, afraid, and neutral –
and report about 55% correct classification.

The remaining papers discuss related issues. Klasmeyer discusses a complementary problem, which is the effect of
emotional variation on recognition of a speaker’s identity, and describes techniques that substantially reduce the
difficulty. Fernandez and Picard discuss the recognition of speech under stress. With the most successful classifier (a
mixture of Hidden Markov Models), speech from the most stressful condition was correctly identified in 75% of test
trials.

In the closing session of the workshop, but not printed in the proceedings, is a review by Professor Klaus Scherer,
assessing the theoretical foundations of the area. It is invidious to single out individuals, but there can be no doubt that
Professor Scherer is the pre-eminent figure in research on speech and emotion. The workshop would have been
manifestly incomplete without his participation.

Taken together, the papers portray an area that is well placed to develop. There is a substantial body of prior knowledge
on which to draw, and an increasingly clear picture of what current techniques can and cannot achieve. There appears
to be potential for agreement on at least some medium term goals and a range of technical issues, and longer term
challenges are being articulated and explored. Our hope is that the workshop, and this volume, will help to catalyse the
development.

Roddy Cowie
Ellen Douglas-Cowie
Marc Schröder

Belfast, Northern Ireland
September 2000
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